Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Wesley Learning Center
203-426-6149
Mrs. Daniels / Mrs. Riccio
5-Day program
4
Dinosaurs with
your name
How many
letters?

1 CT. ELDS THIS MONTH WILL BE:
Dinosaurs on the
wall!

Numbers
Say it, count it,
Write it, add it

11
Letters
Say them, make
their sound, write
them

Music
Where do the
ladybugs go in the
winter?

12
Rockin some
shamrocks

19
Letter writing

25
How many teeth
does a T-Rex
have?
Drum your name
out

7
Penguins
Fun Facts
Where do they
live

8
Penguins
Habitats
counting

13
14
What makes a
Irish Dancers
rainbow, water
In hall
colors

15
Rock Into Spring
Dance 6-7 pm
Catch that
leprechaun

18
Let’s measure
using
Polar bear feet.
Polar bear fun
facts

6

5

26
Do frogs
hibernate?

20
Music
Happy 1st day of
spring.

27
Numbers
Roll it, count it,
write it
Clap you number

21
Let’s get our
piggy’s in a row

22
The Five Little
Pigs Play

28
Let’s see how big
a Triceratops foot
is

29
What happens
In the spring?
Sight words

C.60.2 Express interest in learning about a
specific topic over time.
PH.60.5 Use a mature pencil grasp with 3 fingers
on writing implement.
L.60.5 Use more complex words learned through
books and personal experiences.
M.60.1 Say or sign the number sequence up to
at least 20
L.60.21 Make some letter sound connections
CA 60.4 Create music using their voice and or a
variety of instruments and materials
PH.60.7Understand the reason for most basic
safety rules at home and familiar settings and in
the community
M.60.4 Recognize written numerals up to at least
10
L.60.6 Use more complex words to describe the
relationships between objects and ideas.
C.60.20 Typically resist impulses and can wait
longer to respond in more structured settings.
SE.60.7 Recalls and follow daily routine with little
support including adapting to changes in rules
and routines.
SE.60.14 Shows pride in accomplishments&
abilities
PH 60.3 Use coordinated movements to
manipulate materials, including cutting, drawing
with control and using appropriate hand position
to manipulate objects.
L.60.24 Distinguish syllables in words
S.60.9 Provide examples of how animals depend
on plants and other animals for food
C.60.6 Model or teach peers how to use
materials or complete a task

